Animal Safari Quiz – walks 1 & 2
Name of Child:
Contact No:
The Safari has been divided up into 4 easy walks so you can choose your walks and do as many
questions as you feel like doing. Remember too that we are running a colouring competition with
the help of Henfield Library. Pick up your colouring sheets online at henfieldcp.net or from the
Library. There will be a different picture for you to colour each week.
All returned quiz sheets will receive a small reward! (Please return to Christina’s Tea Room & Gift
Shop by 20/6/21). Remember to return your colouring sheets too.
If you spot an animal in a window or garden that you would really like to have, many will be sold for
charity on 26th June at the Free Church Hall, when we will be having a Family Friendly morning
kindly run by the Free Church and Ladybirds. The charities we are supporting are Macmillan Cancer
Support and the Haven. We shall be judging your pictures too. We have 2 prizes to give away,
kindly donated by Stokes, one for the best picture and one for the lucky winner of the quiz.
Walk 1
1. There are 2 dinosaurs on this walk, which nos do they live at? ______________________________
2. Which nos have bunnies in the garden? _______________________________
3. Where is the doggie? _______________
4. What creatures can you spot at the tree stump at no.6?

___________________________________________________________
5. Where are the ducks at no.8? _____________________________________________________
6. Do you know the name of the bird at no.9? _________________________________
7. Where is the mouse at no.12? ___________________________________________________________
8. How many caterpillars can you spot in the window at no.13? __________________

Walk 2
1. Which country does the dragon come from at no.15? ________________________________
2. What’s the name of the famous storybook hedgehog at no.16? ________________________________
3. What colour is Qwackers’ hat at no.17? _________________________
4. There is a Henfield peacock somewhere. What no is it at? _________________________
5. How many jungle creatures can you spot in the gardens at no.21? ______________
6. What is the animal’s favourite food at no.24? _________________________________________

Animal Safari Quiz – walks 3 & 4
Name of Child:
Contact No:
The Safari has been divided up into 4 easy walks so you can choose your walks and do as many
questions as you feel like doing. Remember too that we are running a colouring competition with
the help of Henfield Library. Pick up your colouring sheets online at henfieldcp.net or from the
Library. There will be a different picture for you to colour each week.
All returned quiz sheets will receive a small reward! (Please return to Christina’s Tea Room & Gift
Shop by 20/6/21). Remember to return your colouring sheets too.
If you spot an animal in a window or garden that you would really like to have, many will be sold for
charity on 26th June at the Free Church Hall, when we will be having a Family Friendly morning
kindly run by the Free Church and Ladybirds. The charities we are supporting are Macmillan Cancer
Support and the Haven. We shall be judging your pictures too. We have 2 prizes to give away,
kindly donated by Stokes, one for the best picture and one for the lucky winner of the quiz.

Walk 3
1. What animal is on top of the front door at no.25? __________________________
2. Name one of the recycled items used to make the creatures at no.27. __________________________
3. Where is the elephant and what colour is it? _______________________________________________
4. Name one of the three woodland animals at no.30. __________________________________________
4. Choose a name for the creature at no.31. __________________________________________________
6. What is the creature at no.33? __________________________________________________________
7. What is the animal at no.34 made with? ___________________________________________________
8. Farmyard friends are at no.35, what colour is the pig’s jacket? _________________________________
9. Somewhere on the scarecrow at no.36 is a creature, what is it? ________________________________.

Walk 4
1. How many Elmers can you spot at no.38? ____________________
2. Which bunny is the odd one out at no.39? __________________________________________________
3. How many owls can you spot in the tree at no.43? _______________
4. Which football team does the seagull support at no.45? _______________________________________
5. Find the sea creatures and name one of them. ______________________________________________

